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Collaborative virtual environments (CVEs) hold great potential
for people with autism. An exploratory empirical study was
conducted to determine if children and youth with autism could
understand basic emotions as represented by a humanoid
avatar. Thirty-four participants (ages 7.8–16 years) reported to
have autism interacted with a software program designed to
evaluate their ability to identify and make inferences from facial
expressions. Over 90% of the participants accurately recognized emotions displayed by avatar representations. These
findings support the optimism that CVEs can be used effectively as an assistive technology, as an educational technology,
and as a means of helping address potential theory-of-mind
impairments.

tual environments (CVEs), as a potentially valuable technology for people with autism.
In the next section, we briefly outline CVE technology and
its central feature, the notion of an on-screen avatar. This enables us to present a prima facie case for the potential utility of
CVE technology as an aid for people with autism. We then review the limited amount of current evidence available in this
area. Next, we outline a simple computer-based system we
built as a vehicle for our exploratory study of the ability of users
with autism to interact with avatars, and we discuss the study.

Virtual Environments

T

here has been an increase recently in research interest
in the use of computer-based learning (CBL) approaches with people with autism. This has been motivated partly by a belief that education is central to improving
the lives of people with autism (Aarons & Gittens, 1998) and
partly by a belief in the benefits of CBL for people with autism.
Many people with autism appear to have a natural affinity for
computers and the controlled environment provided by the
computer, and they may benefit from individualized tutoring
and repetition of exercises (Hardy, Ogden, Newman, & Cooper,
2002; Moore, McGrath, & Thorpe, 2000; Moore & Taylor,
2000; Neale, Cobb, & Wilson, 2002).
Such arguments have resulted in an increase in research
and development work involving CBL for users with autism
(see Moore, 2005, for an overview of recent work in the field).
Despite this, however, the field remains largely unexplored
(Beardon, Parsons, & Neale, 2001; Hardy et al., 2002). In
particular, one promising approach to CBL, which has thus far
seen very little research as an educational tool for people with
autism, is the use of “virtual environments.” The research discussed in this article is chiefly concerned with the notion of
using such environments, and in particular collaborative vir-

A virtual environment (VE) can be defined as a computergenerated three-dimensional simulation of a real or imaginary
environment (Cobb, Kerr, & Glover, 2001). Two forms of virtual environment can be distinguished: a single-user VE (SVE)
and a multiuser, collaborative VE (CVE; Neale et al., 2002).
In both, the user can interact freely with the simulated environment via his or her individual avatar, defined as a
representation of the user’s identity within the computer environment (Gerhard, 2003; Gerhard, Moore, & Hobbs,
2004). Users can typically select the nature of their avatar. For
example, it might be an entirely abstract shape, a cartoon character (a currently popular avatar, for example, is Homer Simpson), or a humanlike representation (e.g., a more or less
photo-realistic head). The user “inhabits” his or her avatar and
assumes the viewpoint of the avatar (Cobb et al., 2001).
In an SVE, the user is restricted to interacting with the environment and possibly with other avatars, responses from
which currently must be preprogrammed (Cobb et al., 2001),
though in the near future they may be driven by more or less
autonomous software “agents” (Gerhard, 2003). In a CVE,
there can be more than one user, and users can communicate
with each other via their avatars (see Figure 1). We define a
CVE, then, as a distributed computer-based virtual space (or
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set of spaces) in which people can meet and interact with others via their avatars (cf. Churchill, Snowdon, & Munro, 2001;
Gerhard, 2003). Benford, Bowers, Fahlen, Greenhalgh, and
Snowdon (1995) suggested that CVEs have a number of features: navigation, embodiment, communication, and interaction. Similarly, Churchill and Snowdon (1998) pointed out
that a number of key features are supported in CVEs: shared
context, awareness of others, negotiation and communication,
and flexible and multiple viewpoints. As an example, the Communications Research Group (CRG) at the University of
Nottingham developed the “MASSIVE” CVE platform (Communications Research Group, 1997). This environment allows
several users to simultaneously occupy a virtual environment
and interact with other users. It thereby allows individuals separated by distance to participate in virtual meetings. Related
research is “Cyber Axis,” an interactive three-dimensional representation of an art gallery, which provides a view of art and
enables people to discuss, via their avatars, works of art on the
Internet (Gerhard, 2003).
The role of the avatar, in providing a visible representative
form of the user, is a crucial element that distinguishes CVEs
from other virtual social spaces, for example disembodied chat
systems (Rossney, 1996). The avatar is seen as providing a
focus for conversation and social interaction (Slater, Sadagic,
Usoh, & Schroeder, 2000). Taylor (2002) argued that users
embody themselves through their avatars, which makes their
engagement with the virtual world more real. Avatars may facilitate social encounters in the virtual world and may imply to
others that they are acting with the authority of the underlying user. An avatar is a proxy for the purposes of simplifying
and facilitating the process of interhuman communication in
a virtual world, as users not only identify with their own avatars
but also recognize the existence of others through their avatars

FIGURE 1. Collaborative virtual environment schematic
(after Gerhard, 2003).

(Schroeder, 2002). Given all this, avatars can potentially provide presence and social facilitation for all participants in a
CVE (Gerhard, 2003).

A Prima Facie Case for CVE for
People With Autism
Autism involves a “triad of impairments” (Wing, 1996). There
is a social impairment: The person with autism finds it hard to
relate to, and empathize with, other people. There is a communication impairment: The person with autism finds it hard
to understand and use verbal and nonverbal communication.
Finally, there is a tendency toward rigidity and inflexibility in
thinking, language, and behavior. Some researchers suggested
that this triad is underpinned by a “theory-of-mind deficit”
(e.g., Howlin, Baron-Cohen, & Hadwin, 1999): People with
autism may have difficulty understanding mental states in
themselves and others.
Given this understanding of autism, and given the characterization of CVEs presented in the previous section, we argue
that CVE technology can potentially benefit people with autism
in three ways: as an assistive technology, as an educational technology, and as a means of helping address any theory-of-mind
(ToM) impairment.

CVE as an Assistive Technology
Concerning its potential role as an assistive technology, our argument is that people with autism may be able to use the CVE
technology to communicate more fruitfully with other people
(Moore, 1998). The approach here is similar to that of Hanner et al. (2003), who are studying the use of laptop computers to enable young people with autism to network with each
other. This is important because, as Cobb et al. (2002) noted,
people with autism may experience social exclusion because
they find it difficult to make friends; indeed, Ozonoff and
Miller (1995) saw a difficulty relating socially to people as a
hallmark of autism. Any means of addressing these issues, we
argue, is therefore worthy of investigation.
Further, key aspects of CVE technology suggest that it has
the potential to be effective in such an assistive technology
role. The technology enables communication that is simpler
and less threatening than its face-to-face equivalent and that
avoids many of its potential pitfalls (Parsons et al., 2000; Parsons, Mitchell, & Leonard, 2005). Aarons and Gittens (1998)
suggested that people with autism have a particular difficulty
understanding subtle social rules. Because of their remote nature, CVEs can enable communication without the need for
such subtle social cues. Parsons et al. (2000) suggested that
CVEs give users active control over their interactions, and that
this may increase the confidence of people who otherwise may
feel out of control in social situations.
These benefits may promote meaningful and interesting
communication. CVEs facilitate direct communication (Cobb
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et al., 2001) and, despite the fact that they are computerbased, represent an unstructured context in which users are
free to make their own choices as they interact with others
(Cobb et al., 2002). Parsons and Mitchell (2001) argued that
interactions via CVE technology tend to be slower than faceto-face interactions, and that slowing down the rate of interaction may provide users with autism with time to think of
alternative ways of dealing with a particular situation. Further,
because of its use of avatars, the technology enables the representation of emotions, via the avatars’ facial expressions. This
is important because emotions are needed for good communication (Fabri, Moore, & Hobbs, 1999, 2004) and because
emotions are conveyed by facial expression better than they are
by words (Poggi & Pelachaud, 2000).
Thus, CVE technology can potentially help people with
autism who cannot or do not wish to come together physically, but who wish to discuss common interests. The technology may therefore provide a means by which people with
autism can communicate with others, and thus circumvent, at
least in part, their social and communication impairment and
sense of isolation.
In sum, then, the argument for the use of CVEs as an assistive technology is that a CVE can potentially provide a
means by which people with autism can communicate with
others and thus circumvent their social and communication
impairment and sense of isolation. As Marla Comm has movingly put it, “on the Internet, I found companionship and support in a setting where weak social skills don’t matter” (Global
Ideas Bank, 2004). We believe that CVE technology can potentially enhance this facility.

CVE for Education
Concerning the potential educational use of CVE technology,
the idea is to use the technology as a means of educating users
with autism, possibly in an attempt to help overcome their
autism-specific “deficits.” Thus, the interlocutor (conversational partner) of the user with autism in the CVE may be in
some sense his or her “teacher.” One specific way in which this
might be used is for the purposes of practice and rehearsal of
events in the “real world” (e.g., a forthcoming school visit or
wedding).
The use of group work in the education of people with
autism is often advocated (e.g., Ozonoff & Miller, 1995), and
CVE may provide a useful vehicle for such group work, either
for geographically remote participants or for a class in a computer room conducting a virtual group exercise. Indeed, Neale
et al. (2002) suggested that desktop VE technology is powerful partly because it can support social interaction around the
computer. Similarly, social skills programs are also often advocated, partly on the grounds that social impairments can affect
general educational progress (e.g., Aarons & Gittens, 1998).
Preliminary evidence, albeit based on studies involving small
numbers of participants, suggests that computer-based approaches may form a useful ingredient in such programs (e.g.,

Bernard-Opitz, Sriram, & Nakhoda-Sapuan, 2001; Bishop,
2003; Hagiwara & Smith, 1999; Hetzroni & Tannous, 2004).
The argument for the use of VE technology in such programs is that it enables social skills to be practiced and rehearsed in realistic settings in real time (Cobb et al., 2002;
Neale et al., 2002; Parsons, Mitchell, & Leonard, 2004; Parsons et al., 2005; Trepagnier, 1999). Further, SVE technology
offers environments that are realistic yet safe and controlled
and that can be visited many times (Beardon et al., 2001).
Charitos et al. (2000) pointed out that a VE system can remove distractions that may otherwise have a negative effect on
learners. A range of scenarios for practice can be provided, and
learners can have a secure environment in which they may be
able to learn appropriate social rules without having to deal
face-to-face with other people (Cobb et al., 2002). Users’ interactions within the VE can be recorded and used for subsequent educational discussion between learner and teacher.
All of these potential advantages of SVEs are inherited by
CVEs. In addition, CVEs allow users to practice “real” conversations in role-play scenarios (Cobb et al., 2002). A CVE
creates the opportunity for people with autism to learn by
making mistakes but without suffering the real consequence
of their errors. Because they are represented by an avatar, users
may feel “anonymous” and hence safer.
On the other hand, Jordan (1995), discussing communication programs, warned against teaching communication skills
divorced from their communicative context. Similarly, Beardon et al. (2001) argued that people with autism may find it
difficult to apply skills learned in isolation, via VEs, to situations outside the learning environment. Indeed, it might be
argued that use of the computer for education may exacerbate
any social difficulty of users with autism, causing them to rely
on, and perhaps become obsessed with, the computer, and
thus engage in less “real” social interaction (cf. Parsons &
Mitchell, 2002; Parsons et al., 2000).
There are, we suggest, four answers to such concerns.
First, to the extent that the argument made earlier for CVEs
as an assistive technology is valid, interactions within a CVE
are themselves real—people are engaging in a genuine, albeit
not face-to-face, conversation; they are potentially, therefore,
engaging in more, not less, human interaction. Second, VEs
are not being advocated as the only approach to education;
hence any negative effects can be countered, in principle at
least, by other educational approaches. Third, the concern that
use of VEs might “collude with” a user’s autism can potentially be ameliorated by the adoption of collaborative working
practices (Parsons & Mitchell, 2002). Finally, Parsons and
Mitchell (2002) argued that the greater flexibility and unpredictability of VEs as compared with conventional computer
programs render them less likely to be used obsessively.

CVE for Theory of Mind
Another interesting possibility is that of using CVE technology to help children with autism with any ToM deficit. Al-
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though the status of this alleged deficit is controversial, with,
for example, some research suggesting that the perception of
emotions in others is not systematically or specifically deficient
in people with autism (cf. Gepner, Deruelle, & Grynfeltt,
2001), many advocate its explicit teaching (e.g., Howlin et al.,
1999; Ozonoff & Miller, 1995). Howlin et al. (1999) argued
that children with autism can be successfully taught to interpret mental states. They further suggested that a combination
of approaches may turn out to be the most beneficial means
of teaching ToM concepts. Teaching such concepts has been
the focus of some commercial CBL development work by
the University of Cambridge (Baron-Cohen, Hill, Golan, &
Wheelwright, 2002) and “Team Asperger” (http://ccoder
.com/GainingFace/). Empirical studies have provided some
evidence that a CBL approach may be useful (Rajendran &
Mitchell, 2000; Silver & Oakes, 2001; Swettenham, 1996), although no evidence has thus far been found of successful generalization to participants’ daily lives.
It can be argued that CVEs have a potentially valuable role
to play concerning ToM. Users of a CVE can express their
emotions via choice of an appropriate facial expression for their
avatars (in a similar way to using “emoticons” in chat room
communication). Being able to express their emotions, and
being required to interpret the emotions displayed by their interlocutors’ avatars, may help address the ToM issue.
Preliminary observations by Parsons (2001) of people with
autism using VEs suggests that they can make appropriate inferences concerning what avatars are doing, and we argue that
the issue of whether they may be able to, or may be able to
learn to, make appropriate inferences concerning the feeling
the avatar represents is worth investigation. McIlhagga and
George (1999) suggested that in a CVE, a user sees the
avatar’s behavior and facial expressions and hence builds a
model of the emotional state of the underlying agent or user.
Enabling people with autism to work in such environments
provides them, therefore, in principle at least, with an opportunity to practice their mind reading skills. Gepner et al.
(2001) suggested that slow, dynamic presentations may facilitate recognition of facial expressions by children with autism,
and this, together with the ability to adjust the speed of avatar
facial movement, adds to the case for VEs to help with ToM.
Although there is very little evidence specifically concerning CVEs and people with autism (cf. the next section of this
paper), it has been argued more generally that CVEs can potentially represent everyday human activities and have the ability to support people in using their natural social skills to
interact with others (Benford et al., 1995). Further, Fabri
et al. (2004) provided evidence that adults who do not have
autism can successfully recognize emotions as portrayed by
avatar representations. Gerhard, Moore, and Hobbs (2001)
argued that communication can take place in a CVE without
the existence of preconceptions and prejudices based on physical appearance. This general facility can be expected to be “inherited” when the technology is used by people with autism.

Current Evidence Concerning CVEs
and People With Autism
A plausible case can be made, then, for the use of CVE technology by people with autism, and attempts are being made
to investigate its practical efficacy. Charitos et al. (2000) developed a VE system to enable children to rehearse everyday
activities around the home. Similarly, researchers at the University of Nottingham have developed an SVE aimed at developing social awareness and social skills in work-related
scenarios (Beardon et al., 2001) and SVE and CVE versions
of a café (Cobb et al., 2002). Preliminary evidence concerning adults with autism suggests that they may have difficulty
understanding social conventions in a virtual environment
(Parsons, 2001). Parsons suggested that this might be because
they believe that socially inappropriate actions “do not matter” in an environment that is only virtual, or perhaps because
they perceive operating within the environment as merely a
“game” (Parsons, 2001). Similarly, Cobb et al. (2001) found
that when using a CVE, users could manipulate their avatars
reasonably well but spent very little time communicating with
each other.
On the other hand, Cobb et al. (2002) reported preliminary observations suggesting that users found their virtual environments interesting, fun, and easy to use, and they made
appropriate inferences concerning behavior of avatars. Parsons
et al. (2004) studied VE use with a group of 12 participants
with autism (ages 13 to 18), matching them to 12 participants according to verbal IQ and 12 participants according to
performance IQ. They found that the participants with autism
were able to quickly learn how to use the VE equipment. They
also found that the majority (10/12) of the participants with
autism were able to interpret the VE as being representational
rather than literal, and they argued that this is important, on
the grounds that an unduly literal understanding of a VE
would limit its utility for teaching social skills, as users need to
understand that what happens in the VE is not necessarily a
literal representation of what would happen in real life. It
might be argued, though, that this presents a further difficulty,
for SVEs if not CVEs, because intuitively the need to understand the nonliteral nature of the VE may militate against the
ease of generalizing lessons from it to the real world. In a related study, Parsons et al. (2005) found that some users of their
VE displayed a limited understanding of it and engaged in considerable off-task behavior. They suggested that a mixed message has emerged from their study regarding the interpretation
and understanding of VEs, and they cautioned that VEs may
not be suitable for all people with autism; they also acknowledged that the group sizes in the study were small.
Elsewhere, Parsons et al. (2000) argued that the appearance on the Internet of chat rooms specifically for people with
autism suggests that multiple users can use the same virtual environment effectively. More generally, support for the use of
CVE technology for “special needs” education is provided by
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Almeida and Ramos (2000), who described a framework for
the use of CVEs to promote the education and social interaction of people with Down syndrome.
The work just reported notwithstanding, research concerning the use of VEs by people with autism has thus far
been very limited (Beardon et al., 2001; Charitos et al., 2000;
Cobb et al., 2002; Parsons, 2001; Parsons et al., 2000; Parsons et al., 2004; Parsons et al., 2005). The work discussed in
this article represents an attempt to contribute to this new research area. In sum, there is on the one hand a plausible case
for CVE technology as potentially valuable for people with
autism, and on the other hand a lack of evidence regarding its
practical utility. This juxtaposition motivates the research discussed in the next section.

Method
Given the centrality of the avatar to CVEs, our investigations
thus far have concentrated on the ability of people with autism
to interact with avatars. This is important, we argue, because
avatars are central to CVE technology, and because an understanding of their emotional expressiveness is important to
CVE communication in general and to the use of CVEs for
addressing ToM issues in particular. To facilitate such an investigation, we have developed a simple computer system (see
Note; Cheng, 2005). The research interest in the system is to
see it as a context for an empirical study of interactions with
avatars. We also hope that the system might be of educational
value per se, and have built it with such a dual role (education
and research) in mind.

The System
The system incorporates avatar representations for four emotions: happy, sad, angry, and frightened. The precise representations, with corresponding definitions (based on the work of
Fabri et al., 2004), are illustrated in Figure 2. The system involves three stages, which the user can work through in any
order. In Stage 1 the avatar representations of the four emotions are sequentially presented in isolation, and users are
asked to select from a list the emotion they think is being displayed (see Figure 3). In a second activity in Stage 1, users are
told that a particular emotion is being felt and asked to select
the avatar head they believe to correspond to that emotion (see
Figure 4); this is repeated for each of the four emotions. The
educational rationale behind Stage 1 of the system is that it
may be a useful means of helping users recognize basic emotions. The research rationale is that an accurate understanding
of the avatar emotions is a prerequisite for their successful use
within a CVE.
Stage 2 attempts to elicit the possible emotions in the context of a simple social scenario; it requires users to predict the
likely emotions caused by certain events. Four questions, per-

taining to three emotions, are asked (the “fear” emotion was
dropped from this stage because of a concern that “frightening” social scenarios might be unsettling to users and therefore be unethical). The questions involve one’s own feelings
and those of others. Figure 5 shows an example of a question
concerning the emotion the user might feel in a hypothetical
context. When the user answers a question, a thought bubble
appears, in an attempt to help the user understand what the
person in question may be feeling. Figure 6 shows the thought
bubble that appears following a question about the feelings of
the user’s brother. The use of thought bubbles is designed to
provide reinforcement in the event of a correct answer and a
hint in the event of an incorrect answer. The educational rationale behind Stage 2 of the system is based on the educational arguments for Social StoriesTM in general (Gray, 2000)
and computer-based social stories in particular (Hagiwara &
Smith, 1999). Further, the social scenarios incorporate simple
role plays, in line with Neale’s (2001) argument that the use
of role plays is an accepted approach to teaching social skills to
people with autism. Some questions offer more than one correct answer, on the grounds that it is often the case that a given
context may cause different emotions. The use of thought
bubbles follows Howlin et al. (1999) and Rajendran and
Mitchell (2000). The research rationale behind Stage 2 is that
an understanding that events cause emotions is important for
CVE use, as users need to understand that events that occur
in the CVE (e.g., a message they have sent) may cause emotions in other users of the CVE.
In Stage 3 of the system, the user is given an avatar representation of one of the emotions and asked to select which of
a number of given events he or she thinks may have caused this
emotion (see Figure 7). As with Stage 2, some questions offer
more than one correct answer. There are six questions involving three emotions in this stage, inferring from one’s own feelings and those of others. The educational rationale behind this
stage is that it rehearses the ability to infer an emotion and its
likely cause, and that this is an important life skill. The research
rationale is that in a CVE, users need to understand that a
changed emotion will have been caused by some event or situation, rather than being a random occurrence.
The avatar faces use simple animated sequences, in line
with claims that a still display does not capture the realistic nature of facial expressions that will be encountered in everyday
situations (Gepner et al., 2001; Trepagnier, 1999). The use of
animation is also in line with Silver and Oakes’s (2001) point
that children with learning disabilities prefer programs that
include animation, sound, and voice. This was further accomplished by having text in the system read out (via computergenerated speech), an aspect that was also designed to obviate
the need for users to have good reading skills to be able to use
the system. The system was kept as simple as possible, consistent with its aims, in case of possible sensory dysfunction in
the intended user population (Aarons & Gittens, 1998). Comments on an earlier version of the system from an informal
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Happy
• The brow is relaxed. There is no distinctive brow or forehead movement in happiness.
• The lower eyelid may show wrinkles below it and may be raised. Wrinkles can also go outward
from the outer corners of the eyes.
• The mouth is widened in front and pulled back towards the ears. The cheeks are raised, and
wrinkle runs down from the nose to the outer edge beyond the lip corners.

Angry
Anger is manifested in each of the three facial areas:
• The inner portion of eyebrows is draw down toward the nose. There is a frown on the brow.
• The upper and lower eyelids are tense. But the upper lid may or not be lowered by the action of
the brow. Likewise, the lower lid may or may not be raised. The eyes themselves stare out in a
penetrating fashion.
• The mouth is commonly compressed, and lips are pressed firmly together with corners straight.

Sad
• The brows are drawn together and the inner portion is pulled upward. The inner corner of the
upper eyelid is raised.
• The mouth is closed and the corners are pulled in to a frown. The lower lip is curled inward,
blending into the chin.

Frightened
• The eyebrows are lifted straight up and drawn together in the middle, so that the inner corners
are closer together.
• The eyes are opened widely. The upper eyelid is raised and the lower eyelid tensed and drawn
up.
• The mouth is open and the lips are either tensed or stretched and may be drawn back tightly.
The lower lip is moved upward and outward.
• The jaw is open slightly.

FIGURE 2. Specification of the avatar representations of emotions.
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focus group comprising parents of children with autism were
incorporated into the final design.

Procedure
A copy of the SVE system as just outlined was mailed to 100
potential participants. Participants’ mailing addresses were obtained via requests published on the Internet and sent to various autism e-mailing lists and schools in the United Kingdom;
some of the schools specifically serve students with autism,
others serve both children who have and children who do not
have autism. From responses to this, packs were sent to the
parents, teachers, or guardians of 100 potential participants.
Potential participants who had not replied within a month
were contacted by telephone or e-mail. From the 100 potential participants to whom packs were sent, 34 replied, for a response rate of 34%. The age range of the participants was from
7.8 to 16 years, with a mean age of 9.96. Twenty-nine of the
participants were boys and 5 were girls. All resided in the
United Kingdom. Participants were asked to work through the
three stages of the SVE system described above. The software
logged their work onto a diskette that had been sent in their
pack. After the users had operated the software, the users and
their parents were each asked to fill in a questionnaire. Users
then returned both the disk with the log data and their completed questionnaires.

FIGURE 3. Stage 1 of the system.

Data Analysis and Results
To establish whether the participants are successfully identifying the emotional avatars, we need to consider first what it
would mean if they were not. In this case, the participants
would be responding to the questions, effectively unaware of
the meaning of the expressions, relying on chance and guesswork to make their choices. Our method of data analysis,
therefore, compared the observed responses of the participants
to the questions against the responses that would be expected
were they to be selected by chance.
The SVE contains a total of 18 questions of three different types: questions for which there was one correct answer
from three options, questions with one correct answer from
four options, and questions with two correct answers from
three options. For each type of question, there is a probability
associated with the appropriate answer being chosen by chance
on the first attempt. The average number of questions expected to be answered correctly on the first attempt, N, is
given by

N = Σ ni pi = 9 ×
i

1
3

+4×

1
4

=5×

2
3

=

22
3

FIGURE 4. Example of the second activity in Stage 1 of the
system.

.

= 7.3

where ni is the question number and pi is the chance of answering that question correctly on the first attempt by chance
(the
numbers, so
.
. dots above the digits represent. recurring
7.3 above represents 71⁄3 and 0.407 [below] represents
0.407407407…).

FIGURE 5. Stage 2 of the system.
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TABLE 1
Analysis of Participants’ Answers

Participant

FIGURE 6. Thought bubble used in Stage 2 of the system.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34

Number of questions
correctly answered
on first attempt
13
6
14
8
17
17
17
17
14
18
16
16
17
16
17
16
16
14
13
14
18
18
16
15
15
17
6
17
15
6
17
17
14
12

Probability (p) of this
occurring by chance
(exact binomial test)

<
<
<
<
<
<
<
<
<
<
<
<

<
<
<
<
<
<
<
<
<
<

0.007
0.351
0.002
0.461
0.0005
0.0005
0.0005
0.0005
0.002
0.0005
0.0005
0.0005
0.0005
0.0005
0.0005
0.0005
0.0005
0.002
0.007
0.002
0.0005
0.0005
0.0005
0.0005
0.0005
0.0005
0.351
0.0005
0.0005
0.351
0.0005
0.0005
0.002
0.024

FIGURE 7. Stage 3 of the system.

Table 1 shows the number of each participant’s correct answers to the 18 questions and that participant’s significance
level when compared with what would be expected by chance.
A one-tailed significance test, against the exact .version
of
.
. the
binomial distribution with a proportion of 0.407 (7.3/18)
correct answers on the first attempt, was employed. Table 1
shows that 30 out of the 34 participants answered the questions at a level significantly better than would be expected by
chance (p < .05).
Figure 8 contains a histogram of the number of correct answers on the first attempt to all the questions, with the number expected by chance indicated by the vertical reference line.
As can be seen, the distribution is grouped toward the maximum number of questions, with the majority of participants
scoring well above the values expected by chance. The sign test
confirms that the result is very highly significantly different (31
above, 3 below, and 0 ties, Z = 4.63, p < .0005) from the value
that would be expected by chance. (The sign test was used be-

cause it makes no assumptions about the underlying distribution of the data, which in the current case is very left skewed.)
Overall, the analysis indicates a high level of success at answering the questions and (by the same token) recognizing the
emotions being portrayed by the avatars; 30 out of the 34 participants were able to use the avatars at levels demonstrably
better than chance. Thus, in general, the study offers evidence
that the participants who responded understood the emotions
of the avatars appropriately.

Discussion
In this article, we have made a prima facie case for CVE technology as potentially valuable for people with autism, and we
have discussed an exploratory empirical study we conducted
concerning an important ingredient in successful use of CVEs,
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FIGURE 8. Histogram of the number of correct first attempts.

namely, the ability to recognize the emotional expressions intended to be portrayed by the avatars used in the CVE.
The study demonstrated an ability of the majority of the
participating group to correctly interpret the avatars’ representations of emotions to a level where they could perform a
variety of tasks. These tasks involved recognition of an emotion from an expression, selection of an expression to represent an emotion, prediction of an expression from a simple
social scenario, and the inference of a causal event from an expression. The prediction and inference tasks were expressed
from both the participant’s and another person’s point of view.
While these tasks have not been tested extensively, in that only
a single simple social scenario has thus far been explored, the
study demonstrated ability at all these tasks.
We argue that these tasks are all prerequisites to functioning effectively in a CVE with expressive avatars and that
demonstrating ability at these tasks is therefore an important
step in demonstrating the feasibility of these CVE systems for
use with children with autism. The technology itself is very
new, and the notion of using it to help people with autism is
newer still. As a result, our study has, perforce, been of an exploratory nature. Nevertheless, the study does, we contend,
give grounds for optimism that the potential advantages of
CVEs argued for earlier can ultimately be achieved.
Throughout the system used in the study, the avatar “face”
is used as the means of portraying emotions. This is in line with
research suggesting that facial expressions are the primary
means by which children read emotions (George & McIlhagga, 2000; McIlhagga & George, 1999) and that children
with autism tend to be impaired in their ability to process fa-

cial expressions (e.g., Gepner et al., 2001). In line with related
research concerning avatar understanding by adults who do
not have autism (e.g., Gerhard, 2003), we use a humanoid
avatar at all times. Similarly, because the system is aimed primarily at children, we use avatar representations based on
young people, in line with evidence that children are better at
recognition of faces when given similarly aged faces to consider (George & McIlhagga, 2000).
A more problematic issue when we were developing the
system concerned the range of emotions to consider. The literature suggested that there are seven “universal” emotions
(Ekman, 1982), and research with adults who do not have
autism has indicated that they can be successfully represented
via avatar faces (Fabri et al., 2004). George and McIlhagga
(2000), however, argued that it is debatable when and if children utilize all seven, and work with individuals with autism
tends to concentrate on a subset of emotions. The precise content of this subset tends to vary, however. Our decision to use
happy, sad, angry, and frightened follows Howlin et al. (1999).
Another interesting issue concerns the “realism” of the
avatars. On the one hand, there is evidence that children find
caricature faces easier to understand than normal faces (e.g.,
George & McIlhagga, 2000). On the other hand, use of more
realistic faces is intuitively more likely to prove helpful when
children are operating in the real world. Our approach here
was to base the avatar representations on the work of Fabri
(e.g., Fabri et al., 2004). Basing the representations on Fabri’s
work has two advantages. First, there is evidence, albeit not
from people with autism, that the representations are readily
understandable. Second, Fabri’s representations are them-
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selves derived from accepted standards for the representation
of emotions (see Fabri et al., 2004, for a detailed discussion of
this point), and basing the representations on accepted standards increases one’s confidence in them. Further, by studying the standard representations as they are used by individuals
with autism, we are arguably testing the standard in extremis,
and hence potentially enabling the standard to be strengthened. This is an example of the “offshoot” argument for assistive technology: Lessons from the use of the technology in
extraordinary human computer interaction might lead to helpful development of the technology for “general” use (cf. Edwards, 1995; Hobbs & Moore, 1998). Similarly, George and
McIlhagga (2000) pointed to a lack of guidance in the literature as to how children might understand the behavior of virtual characters and their emotional signals, and our work can
be expected to contribute here.
Given the positive results of our exploratory study and the
fact that resources specifically designed to help address social
skills difficulties for people with autism remain limited (Neale,
2001), CVE technology should continue to be investigated as
a potential ingredient in such resources. There are many ways
in which such an investigation could usefully be pursued. First,
a bigger and more controlled study using the current computer system could be carried out. In particular, there is evidence from our study that some participants, albeit a small
minority, had a real difficulty in understanding the emotional
representation of the avatars. The needs of such participants
require further study. It may be, for example, that in any development of CVE systems, this minority should be recognized and catered to, either through additional training or
extra cues. The nature and degree of their difficulty and the
form and effectiveness of any extra support provided will all
require further investigation.
Second, there are many changes that could be made to the
current system, the effectiveness of which would bear investigation. It would be interesting to follow George and McIlhagga (2000), using scales of emotion (e.g., happy–sad) rather
than discrete labels and varying the emotion displayed by the
avatar face. The system currently has no “neutral” avatar face,
and all avatars are young, White, and male; changes to these
parameters could be experimented with. Similarly, a greater
range of emotions, and changing the timings of the animated
transitions between representations of different emotions,
could be studied. Again, rather than concentrating on mere facial representations, full body animations, involving potential
emotion signal carriers such as posture (cf. Fabri et al., 2004)
could be implemented. More ambitiously, perhaps, the system
could be made to act as a “shell,” allowing teachers or students
to configure the way in which the avatars represent the various emotions. It might well be, for example, that users of the
system improve their performance with it through time, and
hence the cues can be amended to become more subtle (McIlhagga & George, 1999).
A third important area of further work is to investigate empirically some of the arguments we presented earlier as part of

the case for CVE technology. In particular, we have tried to
argue that in principle people could use the technology to increase their social interactions, by, for example, communicating via the CVE with people (who may or may not have
autism) on topics of mutual interest. Such communications
might be impossible in the absence of the technology, either
because the interlocutors are geographically remote or because
of a possible reluctance of the person with autism to engage
in face-to-face conversation. The promise of the technology,
then, is greater social interaction, albeit not face-to-face communication of the hitherto conventional sort. The extent to
which this might happen in practice, however, is an empirical
question, well worthy of future investigation. Similarly, the extent to which (if at all) social skills practiced within a CVE generalize to social skills in face-to-face situations also needs
empirical investigation (cf. Parsons et al., 2005). Again, the argument of Parsons and Mitchell (2002), cited earlier, that VE
technology is less likely than other forms of computer technology to be used in an obsessional manner, also merits empirical study.
Our immediate next step, however, is to simulate a more
naturalistic CVE. It is important to observe whether the abilities to recognize avatar emotion representations discussed
above are also displayed in a more realistic collaborative virtual
environment, involving interaction with others and hence opportunity and purpose for emotional expression. It will be instructive to note whether in this environment emotional
expressions will be employed, registered, and responded to.
We have conducted an initial investigation of this and will report the results in a future article.
Certain methodological considerations should be borne in
mind when considering the results presented in the previous
section. It might be argued that the study is relatively lacking
in control, because the manner in which participants engaged
in the exercises making up the study was largely left to their
discretion, given that the exercises were mailed to them. On
the other hand, and by the same token, because the children
were engaging in the study in their usual everyday environments, and because this is the environment in which CVE
technology would eventually be used, the study context is arguably a realistic one. There is often a trade-off between control and realism (cf. Moore, Hobbs, Mullier, & Bell, 1997),
and our current study has favored the latter, albeit perhaps at
the expense of the former.
A specific control-related issue is that the study relied on
the parents or teachers of participants to report the autism diagnosis of the specific participant in their care, rather than
administering an autism diagnosis tool. However, the participants were drawn from schools serving students with autism
and from autism e-mailing lists, and this reliance on self-report
is therefore perhaps a minor concern, especially given the logistic difficulties and ethical issues that would be associated
with administering a diagnostic test to each participant. However, it does suggest that caution must be taken when considering the results.
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Another reason for caution is that the overall sample size
of 34 is small. In response to this, we point out that the sample size is bigger than in many studies of CBL technologies for
people with autism. More positively, the statistical analyses take
account of the sample size (Cheng, 2005). Caution is still required, however. The response rate to the study was only 34%,
and there may be a link between nonresponse and performance. For example, people who would find the task more difficult may be less likely to respond; conversely, it may be that
the young people were helped in the tasks by their parents or
caregivers; either way, the reported success rates of avatar use
could be overly optimistic.
These methodological issues notwithstanding, we contend
that the study provides evidence that the majority of children
with autism in the age range studied will be able to use emotional avatars. The results add to the case for the suitability of
the standard for avatar representations that was adopted for
the study. Similarly, George and McIlhagga (2000) pointed to
open questions concerning the design of affective behavior of
virtual characters for children, and there is much recent interest in the field of “affective computing” in general (see, e.g.,
Hudlicka, 2003; Picard, 2003); our results may contribute to
this research endeavor. Most important, however, the results
give grounds for optimism that the potential benefits of CVE
technology argued for earlier may be realized, and they suggest therefore that CVEs are worthy of further research as a
potentially valuable technology for people with autism.
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